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Modeling Real-Time Balancing Power Market Prices
Using Combined SARIMA and Markov Processes

Magnus Olsson and Lennart Söder, Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper describes modeling of real-time balancing
power market prices by using combined seasonal auto regressive
integrated moving average (SARIMA) and discrete Markov
processes. The combination of such processes allows generation
of price series with periods where no demand for balancing
power exists. The purpose of the model is simulation of prices to
construct scenario trees representing possible realization of the
stochastic prices. Such scenario trees can be used in planning
models based on stochastic optimization to generate bid sequences
to the balancing market. The spread of the prices in the tree
and the shape of the scenarios are of central importance. Model
parameter estimation methods reflecting the demands on scenario
trees have therefore been used. The proposed model is also applied
to data from the Nordic power market. The conclusion of this
paper is that the developed model is appropriate for modeling
real-time balancing power prices.

Index Terms—Markov processes, power prices, SARIMA pro-
cesses, scenario generation, time series analysis.

I. NOMENCLATURE

Real-time balancing power price, hour .

Real-time balancing power quantity, hour .

Real-time balancing price constraint, hour .

Price constraint type indicator, hour .

Spot market price, hour .

Continuous part of price model, hour .

Discrete part of price model, hour .

Price difference, hour .

Logarithm of .

Seasonal AR polynomial of order .

AR polynomial of order .

Seasonal MA polynomial of order .

MA polynomial of order .

White noise, hour .

Standard deviation of .

Season length.

Seasonal difference model order.
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Difference model order.

Backshift operator, i.e., .

Difference operator of order .

Difference operator of order with season .

Average value of .

Autocovariance function (ACVF).

Autocorrelation function (ACF).

Partial autocorrelation function (PACF).

Estimation weight parameters, lag .

Variance of .

Transition probability from state to after
steps in stage .

# Cardinality operator.

Realizations of stochastic variables are indicated with tilde,
e.g., . This paper considers upward and downward balancing,
which are indicated by using the superscripts and for upward
and downward respectively.

II. INTRODUCTION

I N power systems that have been subjected to a liberaliza-
tion process, the need for decision support tools for trading

and operation has increased [1]. Focus when discussing power
trading is usually on day-ahead and financial markets. However,
the need for support tools also exists for real-time markets.

Important factors in planning tools for trading of electricity
are the power prices, which at the time of planning are uncer-
tain and thereby can be regarded as stochastic variables. Trading
tools considering uncertainties can be based on stochastic opti-
mization [2], [3], where the uncertain parameters are modeled
using scenario trees. In this paper, a model of the real-time bal-
ancing power market prices, intended for generation of price
scenarios for scenario trees, is presented. Also, existing model
parameter estimation methods have been adjusted to apply to
this application.

Stochastic processes, such as auto regressive integrated
moving average (ARIMA) and seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA)
processes [4], are established methods to model loads and
market prices. Previously, models based on such processes have
been used for load forecasts [5]–[7] and to forecast day-ahead
spot market prices [8]–[12]. An overview of methods for
forecasting loads and prices can be found in [13]. However, to
capture the characteristics of balancing power market prices,
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e.g., periods with no demand, ARIMA or SARIMA processes
alone are not sufficient. Historical time series can instead be
used, as, e.g., in [14], but the number of representative scenarios
are thereby limited.

In [15], an econometric analysis of the Nordic regulating
power market prices is presented, but the suggested models are
used for describing the underlying dependence between costs,
spot prices and regulating quantities with the regulating power
prices. Hence, the aims of the models presented in [15] and in
this paper differ and therefore, the courses of action to model
the prices are different.

Markov processes [16] are a well-known class of stochastic
processes. Models based on Markov processes have previously
been used for price modeling in, e.g., [17], [18] and [19].

To model the characteristics of real-time balancing power
price series, this paper suggests a model based on SARIMA
and discrete non-time-homogeneous Markov processes [16]. By
applying this model, a sufficient number of representative sce-
narios can be generated in order to construct the scenario tree.

A. Market Places

The structure of liberalized power markets often includes a
day-ahead spot market and a real-time market where unfore-
seen events can be balanced. Examples of power systems where
such market places exists are the Nordic [20], Australian [21],
Spanish [22] and PJM [23] systems. Trading on the electricity
market is usually performed in trading periods. The length of
the trading periods varies between systems: Whole hours are
used, e.g., in the Nordic countries, Spain and USA, while half
hours are used in the U.K. and New Zealand. In this paper,
for simplicity, whole hours are assumed used as trading period
length. The developed model is however applicable to any pe-
riod length.

On the day-ahead spot market actors trade power for a number
of hours in advance. The hourly demand and supply bids are
submitted the day before the day of delivery. Aggregated supply
and demand curves are then constructed for the different hours,
and their intersection sets the spot prices and traded quantities.

In order to keep the balance between production and con-
sumption in the system within the delivery hour, the system op-
erator (SO) can use technical systems and trading. The tech-
nical systems automatically change the production at certain
power stations equipped with frequency sensitive equipment ac-
cording to grid frequency changes [24]. The technical system
can be combined with a market place, where power can be pur-
chased or sold in order to balance the system, or to free capacity
in the power station equipped with frequency sensitive equip-
ment. These market places are referred to by different names
in different systems; e.g., real-time balancing market in PJM
[23], real-time energy market in New England [25], frequency
control ancillary services (FCAS) market in Australia [21], and
regulating market in the Nordic system [20]. A compilation of
balance management in Europe can be found in [22].

In the considered market structure, the SOs can balance the
system by accepting bids consisting of a specified amount of
power in MW and price per MWh. Balancing bids can either
be upward bids, corresponding to the SO purchasing power to

Fig. 1. Market prices from the Nordic electricity market March 29–30, 2004.
Spot market prices are represented by the whole line, upward regulating market
are indicated with “�,” and downward with �.”

increase the production in the system, or downward bids, cor-
responding to selling power to decrease the production in the
system. The above considers changes in production, but also
consumption changes can be traded.

The balancing power market price settlement differs between
systems. Here, a marginal price principle is assumed, implying
that all actors pay/are paid according to a price set by the most
extreme bid accepted during the hour. Further, upward and
downward balancing are assumed treated separately. Thereby,
two prices are defined for each hour:

• Upward balancing price: The marginal price for upward
balancing during the hour.

• Downward balancing price: The marginal price for down-
ward balancing during the hour.

Countries having real-time balancing markets applying mar-
ginal price settlement includes the Netherlands [26], Australia
[21], Spain [22], and the Nordic countries [20].

There might be situations where balancing bids of a certain
type are not called during the hour. The corresponding price is
then undefined. An example from the Nordic regulating power
market can be studied in Fig. 1, where for the majority of hours,
only one regulating price is defined. There are also a number
of hours where no balancing price is defined at all, and an hour
where both upward and downward balancing prices are defined
(hour 36). This implies that there can be correlations between
occasions when upward and downward prices are defined.

Hours where both upward and downward prices exists cor-
respond to hours where both types of balancing were required.
Upward and downward balancing are not performed simultane-
ously, but there can, e.g., be situations where upward balancing
is required in the beginning of the hour and downward balancing
at the end of the hour, and thereby both prices are defined.

Fig. 1 also shows another property of the Nordic regulating
power prices: The price for regulating power is constrained by
the spot price so that the upward price always is higher than or
equal to the spot price, and the downward price always is lower
than or equal to the spot price.

B. Planning Tools and Scenario Trees

Submission of bids to the market is preceded by a planning
stage. When performing the planning it is important to consider
the risks taken when trading. Tools considering the risks can
be based on stochastic optimization [2], [3], which is a suitable
tool for generation of optimal bids when uncertainties in market
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conditions are considered. Such tools are presented in [14], [27],
[28] and [29].

In order to consider risks, uncertainties in parameters of the
optimization problem must be regarded. Stochastic parameters,
such as prices, are often modeled by using scenario trees rep-
resenting possible realizations of the stochastic parameters. If
the uncertain parameters are continuous stochastic variables, the
scenario tree constitutes a discrete and finite approximation of
the stochastic variables.

One method to create scenario trees is to generate a great
number of representative scenarios and then reduce the size of
the tree by using suitable methods. The purpose of the model
presented in this paper is to generate such scenarios. A reduction
method is described in [30] and [31].

An important property of price scenario trees is the span of
prices in the tree at the different stages. This reflects the uncer-
tainties of future prices during the different hours. Another im-
portant property is the correlation between prices for different
hours since this represents the shape of the scenarios in the tree.

C. Aim and Model Considerations

The aim of this paper is to describe a real-time balancing
power price model, which purpose is to generate scenarios for
scenario trees for planning problems based on stochastic opti-
mization. The following have been considered in the develop-
ment of the model:

• different prices for upward and downward balancing;
• price variance;
• correlation between prices during different hours;
• correlation between occasions of existence of upward and

downward prices.
The paper also presents a numerical example for the Nordic

power market where estimation of model parameters is per-
formed by using historical price series from this market.

III. REAL-TIME BALANCING POWER PRICE MODEL

The model for upward and downward balancing power prices
are partly separate from each other. They are though based
on the same mathematics and to avoid repetition, upward and
downward balancing is not indicated unless necessary.

A. Assumptions

The developed model is based upon the following assump-
tions.

1) A market structure with a day-ahead spot market and a
real-time balancing market as previously described.

2) The real-time balancing prices have upper or lower bounds,
i.e., both downward and upward prices are bounded on one
side.

The assumptions above are valid for several power systems,
including the Nordic market [20], PJM [23] and New England
[25]. Assumption 2) can be represented by bounds, e.g., set by
the spot price as in the Nordic market or by a price cap as in
PJM and New England.

B. Price Model

The developed balancing power price model considers the
undefined prices by modeling the balancing power prices for
hour as

not defined
(1)

where
• is a model of the continuous behavior of the prices, i.e.,

not concerning the undefined prices;
• is a model of the sequence of undefined and defined

prices. Depending on the traded quantities, takes the
following values:

(2)

where denotes the traded quantities of balancing power.
An alternative to introduce and could be to let

when no balancing is needed. However, this can cause problems
when simulating downward prices since can be allowed
depending on the bounds set on the prices. Hence, there will still
be a need for distinguishing between the situations and

. Another possibility is to set , where is the
spot price, when no balancing is needed. This approach does not
distinguish between the case that no balancing was needed and
the case that the balancing price actually is the same as the spot
price. Thus, for the same price both and can be
valid. These two different cases should also be separated since
they represent two different market situations.

1) Continuous Model: are continuous variables that shall
resemble the behavior of the prices when they are defined. The
bounds on the prices are considered by modeling the difference
between the bounds and the prices. Let be a parameter in-
dicating if the bounds are upper or lower by taking the value

for upper bounds and for lower bounds. Fur-
ther let the bounds be denoted by . The continuous variables
can then be expressed as

(3)

where denote the difference between the bound and
the price. Note that is a non-negative continuous stochastic
variable.

A common method to ensure non-negativity of stochastic
variables in simulations is to consider the logarithm of the
stochastic variables [32]. Here , and hence the logarithm
of the price difference can be simulated. However, the situation

must then be handled. Therefore, let
where is a sufficiently small number. This implies that

(4)

which allows negative values of . However, as , the
probability for negative moves towards zero.

The logarithm of the price differences and are con-
sidered independent of each other and thereby, no cross cor-
relations between upward and downward balancing are con-
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Fig. 2. Sample ACF, �����, and PACF, �� , for �� from the Nordic upward (a
and b) and downward (c and d) regulating market prices for 2005.

sidered in this part of the price model. However, autocorre-
lations of the price differences for upward or downward bal-
ancing for different hours are regarded. An example of auto-
correlations between subsequent hours can be studied in Fig. 2
where the sample autocorrelation (ACF) and partial autocorre-
lation (PACF) functions [4], [33] of and from the Nordic
power market are plotted. If the price differences for different
hours were not correlated with each other, and would
have low values for .

To model and , independent multiplicative SARIMA
[34] models are used. The SARIMA
model is defined by

(5)

where and
and are polynomials according to

the following:

(6)

and

(7)

Further, is a white noise sequence, ,
and denotes the mean value of . By letting

and ,
the SARIMA model can be expressed as an ARMA model as
follows:

(8)

2) Discrete Model: are binary stochastic variables taking
the values 1 or 0 indicating whether the price for hour is de-
fined or undefined. Thereby, the following four states can be
identified:

1) Prices are neither defined for upward, nor downward bal-
ancing: and .

2) Price defined for downward, but not for upward balancing:
and .

3) Price defined for upward, but not for downward balancing:
and .

4) Prices are defined for both upward and downward bal-
ancing: and .

When modeling it is important to consider the correlation
between occasions when upward and downward balancing
prices are defined. By using a Markov model it is possible
to capture the correlation between upward and downward
balancing, and also correlations between different hours. In
this paper a non-time-homogeneous Markov [16] model is
used to simulate the process . The different states
are associated with transition probabilities that depend on the
number of steps in the process that have remained in the same
state. These probabilities are denoted , where is the number
of steps in the same state. By randomizing according to , the
series can be generated.

C. Scenario Generation

Generation of a price scenario of length is performed by
the following steps:

1) Generate and using (5).
2) Calculate and using (4).
3) Calculate and using (3).
4) Generate and by simulating the Markov

process.
5) Generate and using (1).

IV. MODEL PARAMETER ESTIMATION

The parameter estimation methods described in this paper re-
quire price series. The basis is a limited number of times series
of prices that are assumed representative for the period to which
the generated scenarios will be applied.

A. SARIMA Parameters

The parameters of the SARIMA model of must
be estimated using methods that generates estimates relevant
for the application, which in this case is generation of scenarios
to a scenario tree. When applied in optimization problems, the
spread of the scenario tree is of great importance, implying that
the variance of the SARIMA model is essential. Also the shape
of the price scenarios are important for the optimization. This
means that the ACF, PACF and variance of the SARIMA model
should be in focus when estimating the parameters. The param-
eters that need to be estimated are the following:

• Model orders and .
• Coefficients of the polynomials, i.e.,

and
.

• White noise variance, .
The estimations of the model orders, the coefficients and the

white noise variance are somewhat iterative. First, preliminary
model orders are set, and then the coefficients and variance are
estimated. The resulting model is then validated using validation
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data, whereafter modification of the model orders might be nec-
essary, and a new estimation of coefficients and variance takes
place, and so on.

1) Operator and calculation of and :
When calculating and for a given series when consid-
ering the SARIMA model, the occasions where no prices are
defined, i.e., , should not be considered. This because
the SARIMA model should reflect the continuous behavior of
the prices. Therefore, given a time series , the auto
covariance function (ACVF) of the balancing prices for lag is
calculated as

(9)

where denotes the mean value of . By using values for
obtained by using (9), values for and can be

calculated by using conventional methods [33], [34].
In the estimation process, and will be calculated for

differentiated time series for various values of and . Thus,
needs to be calculated where the operator is de-

fined as

(10)

Thereby, works for according to the standard way, while
for the differentiated values becomes one only if and

. Similarly, the operator is defined as

(11)

2) Model Orders: The model orders
and are estimated by using conventional methods described
in, e.g., [4], [33] and [34]. These methods are based on obser-
vation of and . The difference model orders
and the seasonal parameter are set so differentiated data,

, becomes stationary. Appropriate initial
values of the model orders and are then set by
studying the decrease and seasonal behavior of and
for .

3) Model Coefficients and Variance: Estimation of the
coefficients of the polynomials and ,
and the white noise sequence variance is performed in two
steps: 1) estimation of

and 2) estimation of .
a) Step 1: The first step is accomplished by minimizing

the weighted square errors between sample and model ACF and
PACF, i.e.,

(12)

where and are chosen weights. and
are found through , which is calculated according to (9)
for . and are the model ACF and
PACF and are thereby functions of and . This ex-
pression can be regarded as an modification of the Yule–Walker
estimation of parameters [34].

To ensure causality and invertibility of
and respectively, constraints must be ap-

plied to the optimization. The process is causal if the roots of
lies outside the unit circle. That is only

when . The process is invertible if the corresponding ap-
plies for , i.e., only when .

b) Step 2: The second step of the parameter estimation is to
estimate the variance of the white noise sequence, . The vari-
ance of the ARMA interpretation of the SARIMA
model in (8) for time step can be expressed as

(13)

where the ’s can be calculated by solving

(14)

Thereby, the coefficients are functions of and ,
and thus known at this stage.

The variance of the ARMA model should resemble the
sample variance. By replacing the left hand side in (13) with the
sample variance of this is accomplished.
The sample variance should be calculated only with data where

in order to reflect the continuous behavior of the prices.
Equation (13) thereby defines an over constrained system of
linear equations where the only unknown variable is , which
can be solved by applying, e.g., the least square method.

B. Markov Parameters

The parameters of the discrete Markov model representing
the discontinuous behavior of the balancing market prices, ,
must also be estimated. These parameters consist of the tran-
sition probabilities, , which can be estimated using
series of the market prices. Let be pairs of binary vari-
ables indicating the states of the upward and downward prices
obtained from a given price series at hour . Let the variable
be the state of the prices at stage , i.e.,

(15)

By defining the sets

(16)

for , the transition probabilities can be calculated
as

#

#
(17)

V. CASE STUDY

In this case study, historical hourly price series from the
Nordic spot and regulating power markets for 2005 were
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Fig. 3. The ����� and �� calculated for the residuals for upward and downward regulation in the case study. Graphs a) and b) corresponds to upward and c) and
d) to downward regulation. The horizontal lines represent the ������

�
� interval.

used for parameter estimation and validation. This means that
the estimated model will reflect the situation on the Nordic
regulating market in 2005. The data consists of whole weeks,
resulting in data series of 8568 spot, upward and downward
regulating prices. Hence, the available historical data set is

.
On the Nordic market, the spot market quantities and prices

are released before submission of bids to the real-time market.
The constraints on the real-time market prices are set by the spot
prices for the different hours so that and

[20]. This implies that (3) can be written
as

(18)

A. SARIMA Model

Before estimating the SARIMA model parameters, the histor-
ical price differences, , are calculated and then logarithmized
to get . Thus, , where in this case
study. The estimation of model orders and parameters was con-
ducted according to the methods described in Section IV-A. The
set in (12) was set to for
upward and for downward. Further, the
weights in were used. After iteration with estima-
tion of coefficients and diagnostics checking, the final SARIMA
models became the following:

• is modeled with a SARIMA
process with the following polynomials:

(19)

and with .

• is modeled with a SARIMA
process with the following polynomials:

(20)

and with .
The residuals [34] were generated for the models, whereafter

and were calculated. The results can be studied
in Fig. 3. The horizontal lines corresponds to the interval

, i.e., that if the series is a white noise sequence, 5%
of the values can be expected to fall outside the interval. Less
than 4.5% of the values for and falls outside the in-
terval, which indicates a good model fit. This is also supported
by the Ljung–Box test [34], which support the models for both
upward and downward regulation at the 95% level.

B. Markov Model

The transition probabilities of the non-time-homogeneous
Markov process for a specific state , have different
values for . For the probabilities are trun-
cated by using the mean probabilities for state . The motivation
for this is that the main deviations from the mean value of the
probabilities exists for , but also that the amounts
of historical data decreases rapidly for , which makes the
estimation of the probabilities uncertain. In this case study,
for the different states are and .
The transition matrices for are given
in the following:

(21)

(22)
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Fig. 4. Distribution functions, � ���, for the time � for the different
states, ��� � �� �. The bars correspond to historical data and the markers “�”
to data generated with the developed Markov model.

Fig. 5. Examples of scenarios generated by the developed model. The spot
market prices are from January 20, 2005. Spot market prices are represented
by the whole line, upward regulating prices are indicated with “�,” and down-
ward with “�.”

Diagnostics of the Markov model was performed by compar-
ison between distributions computed for historical and gener-
ated data for the time the process remained in the different states,

. These distributions are presented in Fig. 4. As the
figure shows do the distributions for the model and historical
data coincide well.

The reason that in Fig. 4 have values only for
is that the historical data only contains situations where the

process remained in this state for one or two steps. Hence, the
probability that is very small.

C. Price Model

Price scenarios can now be generated according to
Section III-C, where the SARIMA model polynomials are
given by (19) and (20), and are modeled with a
Markov process with transition probabilities . A few
examples of generated scenarios are presented in Fig. 5.

VI. DISCUSSION

This paper presents a model for generation of real-time bal-
ancing power price scenarios based on SARIMA and discrete
non-time-homogeneous Markov processes. The development of
such a model can be motivated by the following.

• If considering the present market situation, historical time
series can be used to represent the real-time balancing
market prices. However, if a scenario tree will be con-
structed, a large number of scenarios should be used in
order to get a tree that well approximates the desired sto-
chastic variables. It can thereby be difficult to find enough
historical time series. Using a model to generate scenarios
can solve this problem.

• If significant changes in the power system will be exam-
ined, a model representing the new market situation is
needed. Such a model can be developed by modeling the
present situation and validate the model using historical
data, and then adjust the model to reflect the new situation.

A. Parameter Estimation

The presented estimation method was chosen because of the
focus on the desired model properties and . A more
standard approach would be using a maximum likelihood esti-
mator, which however do not explicitly focus on the model prop-
erties above. By using the suggested estimation method, the cor-
rect behavior of model ACF, PACF and variance can be ensured.

The parameters and are estimated by using a
method based on minimization of the squares of
and , which can be regarded as a modification of
the Yule–Walker estimator [34]. The estimation problem is
thereby a nonlinear and non-convex optimization problem,
implying that reaching a global optimum can not be assured
[35]. However, this is not a problem if the reached optimum
is sufficient for the application. The model diagnostics in the
case study shows a good model fit and supports the choice of
parameter estimation method.

B. Impact on Real-Time Balancing Market

The demand for real-time balancing power depends on un-
foreseen events in the system, such as outages in production
units, and on forecast errors for, e.g., wind power production
and load. In the Nordic system, the load during winter heavily
depends on the temperature because of electric heating, and
thereby will temperature forecast errors have a significant ef-
fect on the demand for balancing power.

The prices for balancing power partly depends on the de-
mand. Strong correlation between prices subsequent hours can
be explained by, e.g., forecast errors for wind or temperature.
Other factors affecting the price are the water situation in any
hydro power system and the market structure. The possibility
of trading on the intra-day market makes it possible for actors
to adjust their traded quantities according to updated weather
forecasts, etc. If this possibility does not exist, all forecast er-
rors from forecasts performed before submission of bids to the
spot market must be handled on the real-time balancing market.

The developed model is a statistical price model, not explic-
itly taking the market structure or other underlying factors into
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consideration. In the presented case study, data for a whole year
was used for estimation of parameters, resulting in a model be-
having according to the average of the prices during that year.
In reality, more information about the current situation is avail-
able, which makes it possible to adapt the model to the actual
market situation. This can be performed by choosing historical
estimation data from situations resembling the current one, or
by adjusting the model parameters to get the desired model be-
havior.

VII. CONCLUSION

The described model is built upon a combination of SARIMA
and Markov process, both well known and widely used in dif-
ferent applications and areas. However, the combination of the
two is a new approach of modeling real-time balancing power
prices. This paper concludes that the generated price scenarios
shows the desired behavior and resemble real-time series of bal-
ancing power prices. It can therefore be concluded that the de-
veloped model is suitable to use for generation of real-time bal-
ancing power price scenarios.
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